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Behind the tangled alliances, feuding royals, and deadly battles are the nearly 100
riveting true stories of the men and women who lived, fought, and survived the first
Great War. Based on the writings of soldiers, politicians, kings, nurses, and military
leaders, Best Little Stories from World War I humanizes their foibles, triumphs, and
tragedies—and chronicles how the emergence of fervent national pride led not only to
ruthless combat, but a critical turning point in the twentieth century. Fascinating
characters come to life, including: Lady Almina, the 5th Countess of Carnavon, who
turned her husband's Highclere Castle into a luxurious military hospital for British
officers (and inspired the hit television show Downton Abbey). Otto Roosen, the highflying German reconnaissance pilot, who was shot down not only one but twice—first by
the Canadian ace Billy Bishop and then by a fellow German—and survived. Arthur Guy
Empey, the American who volunteered for the British Army after the sinking of the
Lusitania, then wrote a bestselling memoir about life in the muddy trenches of the
western front.
Clarence L. “Kelly” Johnson led the design of such crucial aircraft as the P-38 and
Constellation, but he will be more remembered for the U-2 and SR-71 spy planes. His
extraordinary leadership of the Lockheed “Skunk Works” cemented his reputation as a
legendary figure in American aerospace management.
Personal anecdotes, humorous reminiscences, and more than one thousand
photographs and illustrations celebrate the popular comedy troupe that began in 1969.
Capt. Rickenbacker was a high-flying eagle from the time he burst upon the nat. scene
as a record-setting race car driver in 1914 until his death in 1973. This book originally
published in 1919, is unquestionably the best of all the Amer. memoirs of air combat in
WW1. As a member of the 94th Pursuit Squadron, he evolved his own view of the war
as a distasteful duty to be done as quickly and efficiently as possible. In his memoir he
displays a gift for illuminating deadly air battles with exact detail. As commander, he set
a fine example, managing to log more hours in the air than did the men he led, and
becoming the most decorated airman of WW1 maps. Silver-edged pages and ribbon
marker.
US Marine Joe Foss was the hottest ace in World War II. He led the Flying Circus, an
elite group of eight fighter pilots with a reputation for aggressive close-in fighter tactics
and uncanny gunnery skills. In October 1942, Foss and his Circus were sent into the
heat of battle at Guadalcanal. His spectacular success there earned Foss a presidential
citation from Roosevelt: "His remarkable flying skill, inspiring leadership and
indomitable fighting spirit were distinctive factors in the defense of strategic American
positions on Guadalcanal." In his book, Foss explains how he became a pilot, why he,
and men like him, chose to fight the war in the air and what it was like to engage in
helter-skelter dogfights with the dexterous Japanese Zero pilots of World War II.
Early in 1916, a year before the United States entered World War I, a handful of valiant
Americans banded together as the Lafayette Escadrille to forge their mark in history in
the skies over France. Be it for fame, adventure or patriotism, they stepped forward to
meet the common enemy long before their own nation realized the true extent of the
threat to world freedom. During their days with the Escadrille, some of these men met
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death, while others lived out the war; but each, in his own way, earned immortality for
himself and the Escadrille. As long as there remains a man with a love for flying in his
heart, or one who has experienced the indescribable thrill of passing along through the
tranquil solitude of the firmament, the memory of the Lafayette Escadrille and of those
who served it so nobly will endure. This is the chronicle of an elite group of men, written
by one of their own who survived the holocaust. The vivid account of battles in the air,
the flush of success over a fallen foe, the sorrow from the loss of a comrade—all of
these carry the reader back across the decades to that exciting period of so long ago.
In essence, one does not read this book—he lives it.
Presents the complete scripts of the Monty Python television series, first shown on BBC
televison from 1969 to 1974

The day-to-day insights of a brilliantly daring World War I ace that only ends with
his death at the age of 23 . . . James McCudden was an outstanding British
fighter ace of World War I, whose daring exploits earned him a tremendous
reputation and, ultimately, an untimely end. Here, in this unique and gripping
firsthand account, he brings to life some of aviation history’s most dramatic
episodes in a memoir completed at the age of twenty-three, just days before his
tragic death. During his time in France with the Royal Flying Corps from 1914 to
1918, McCudden rose from mechanic to pilot and flight commander. Following
his first kill in September 1916, McCudden shot down a total of fifty-seven enemy
planes, including a remarkable three in a single minute in January 1918. A
dashing patrol leader, he combined courage, loyalty, and judgment, studying the
habits and psychology of enemy pilots and stalking them with patience and
tenacity. Written with modesty and frankness, yet acutely perceptive, Flying Fury
is both a valuable insight into the world of early aviation and a powerful account
of courage and survival above the mud and trenches of Flanders. Fighter ace
James McCudden died in July 1918, after engine failure caused his plane to
crash just four months before the end of World War I. His success as one of
Britain’s deadliest pilots earned him the Victoria Cross.
Fighting the Flying Circus is a collection of memoirs by Eddie V. Rickenbacker, a
World War I fighter ace and Medal of Honor recipient, originally published in
1919.
Thunderbolt! The Extraordinary Story of a World War II Ace is the incredible true
life story of Robert S. Johnson, one of America's leading fighter pilot aces in
World War II. His memoir is an action-packed account of how a young man from
Lawton, Oklahoma went on to amass 28 enemy kills, the first U. S. Army Air
Force pilot in the European theater to surpass Eddie Rickenbacker's World War I
tally of 26 enemy planes destroyed. Johnson's detailed, vivid descriptions of
close-scrapes with Goering's elite fighters and his numerous other skirmishes
makes Thunderbolt! essential reading for World War 2 buffs.
Includes Aerial Warfare During World War I Illustrations Pack with 115 maps,
plans, and photos. Captain Rickenbacker, originally from Ohio, was best known
as one of the Commanders of the 94th “Hat-in-the-Ring” Squadron, a crack unit
of pilots which included many former members of the famed Lafayette Escadrille.
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The 94th ended the war in France with the highest number of air victories of any
American squadron. Captain Rickenbacker himself was credited with 26 aerial
victories all within the last six months of the war, he was decorated with the
Congressional Medal Of Honor for his inspirational leadership and fearless flying.
Please note: This ebook edition does not include the photo insert from the print
edition. The widely anticipated memoir of legendary ace American fighter pilot,
Robin Olds Robin Olds was a larger-than-life hero with a towering personality. A
graduate of West Point and an inductee in the National College Football Hall of
Fame for his All-American performance for Army, Olds was one of the toughest
college football players at the time. In WWII, Olds quickly became a top fighter
pilot and squadron commander by the age of 22—and an ace with 12 aerial
victories. But it was in Vietnam where the man became a legend. He arrived in
1966 to find a dejected group of pilots and motivated them by placing himself on
the flight schedule under officers junior to himself, then challenging them to train
him properly because he would soon be leading them. Proving he wasn't a WWII
retread, he led the wing with aggressiveness, scoring another four confirmed
kills, becoming a rare triple ace. Olds (who retired a brigadier general and died in
2007) was a unique individual whose personal story is one of the most eagerly
anticipated military books of the year.
A dramatic and fascinating account of aerial combat during World War I,
revealing the terrible risks taken by the men who fought and died in the world's
first war in the air. Little more than ten years after the first powered flight, aircraft
were pressed into service in World War I. Nearly forgotten in the war's massive
overall death toll, some 50,000 aircrew would die in the combatant nations'
fledgling air forces. The romance of aviation had a remarkable grip on the public
imagination, propaganda focusing on gallant air 'aces' who become national
heroes. The reality was horribly different. Marked for Death debunks popular
myth to explore the brutal truths of wartime aviation: of flimsy planes and
unprotected pilots; of burning nineteen-year-olds falling screaming to their
deaths; of pilots blinded by the entrails of their observers. James HamiltonPaterson also reveals how four years of war produced profound changes both in
the aircraft themselves and in military attitudes and strategy. By 1918 it was
widely accepted that domination of the air above the battlefield was crucial to
military success, a realization that would change the nature of warfare forever.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the ingenious comic performer,
founding member of Monty Python, and creator of Spamalot, comes an absurdly
funny memoir of unparalleled wit and heartfelt candor We know him best for his
unforgettable roles on Monty Python—from the Flying Circus to The Meaning of
Life. Now, Eric Idle reflects on the meaning of his own life in this entertaining
memoir that takes us on a remarkable journey from his childhood in an austere
boarding school through his successful career in comedy, television, theater, and
film. Coming of age as a writer and comedian during the Sixties and Seventies,
Eric stumbled into the crossroads of the cultural revolution and found himself
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rubbing shoulders with the likes of George Harrison, David Bowie, and Robin
Williams, all of whom became dear lifelong friends. With anecdotes sprinkled
throughout involving other close friends and luminaries such as Mike Nichols,
Mick Jagger, Steve Martin, Paul Simon, Lorne Michaels, and many more, as well
as John Cleese and the Pythons themselves, Eric captures a time of tremendous
creative output with equal parts hilarity and heart. In Always Look on the Bright
Side of Life, named for the song he wrote for Life of Brian and which has since
become the number one song played at funerals in the UK, he shares the
highlights of his life and career with the kind of offbeat humor that has delighted
audiences for five decades. The year 2019 marks the fiftieth anniversary of The
Pythons, and Eric is marking the occasion with this hilarious memoir chock full of
behind-the-scenes stories from a high-flying life featuring everyone from Princess
Leia to Queen Elizabeth.
"A novel about the beginning years of aviation"-This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Fighting the Flying Circus' contains an exciting collection of stories about air battles in
France by Eddie Rickenbacker, and is a perfect book for anyone with an interest in the
German Air Service looking for an unusual read. Many of the earliest books, particularly
those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text and artwork.
Excerpt from Fighting the Flying Circus Eddie Rickenbacker's stories of his air battles in
France are of exciting interest, both in the narration of the thrilling adventures with
enemy airmen and in the revealment to the reader of his intimate thoughts and feelings,
as he went out day after day to attack the boasted champions of the German Air
Service. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction
of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original,
such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however,
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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From "America's nerviest journalist" (Newsweek)--a breath-taking epic, a magnificent
adventure story, and an investigation into the true heroism and courage of the first
Americans to conquer space. "Tom Wolfe at his very best" (The New York Times Book
Review) Millions of words have poured forth about man's trip to the moon, but until now
few people have had a sense of the most engrossing side of the adventure; namely,
what went on in the minds of the astronauts themselves - in space, on the moon, and
even during certain odysseys on earth. It is this, the inner life of the astronauts, that
Tom Wolfe describes with his almost uncanny empathetic powers, that made The Right
Stuff a classic.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “John Cleese’s memoir is just about everything
one would expect of its author—smart, thoughtful, provocative and above all funny. . . . A
picture, if you will, of the artist as a young man.”—The Washington Post The legendary
writer and performer of Monty Python and Fawlty Towers fame takes readers on a
grand tour of his ascent in the entertainment world John Cleese’s huge comedic
influence has stretched across generations; his sharp irreverent eye and the unique
brand of physical comedy he perfected now seem written into comedy’s DNA. In this
rollicking memoir, Cleese recalls his humble beginnings in a sleepy English town, his
early comedic days at Cambridge University (with future Python partner Graham
Chapman), and the founding of the landmark comedy troupe that would propel him to
worldwide renown. Cleese was just days away from graduating Cambridge and setting
off on a law career when he was visited by two BBC executives, who offered him a job
writing comedy for radio. That fateful moment—and a near-simultaneous offer to take his
university humor revue to London’s famed West End—propelled him down a different
path, cutting his teeth writing for stars like David Frost and Peter Sellers, and eventually
joining the five other Pythons to pioneer a new kind of comedy that prized invention,
silliness, and absurdity. Along the way, he found his first true love with the actress
Connie Booth and transformed himself from a reluctant performer to a world class actor
and back again. Twisting and turning through surprising stories and hilarious
digressions—with some brief pauses along the way that comprise a fascinating primer
on what’s funny and why—this story of a young man’s journey to the pinnacle of
comedy is a masterly performance by a master performer.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Before World War II most Americans did not believe that the average woman could fly
professionally, but during the war more than a thousand women pilots proved them
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wrong. These were the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASPs), who served as military
flyers on the home front. In March 1944 one of them, Ann Baumgartner, was assigned
to the Fighter Flight Test Branch at Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio. There she would
make history as the only woman to test-fly experimental planes during the war and the
first woman to fly a jet. A WASP among Eagles is the first-person story of how
Baumgartner learned to fly, trained as a WASP, and became one of the earliest jet-age
pioneers. Flying such planes as the Curtiss A-25 Helldiver, the Lockheed P-38, and the
B-29 Superfortress, she was the first woman to participate in a host of experiments,
including in-air refueling and flying the first fighter equipped with a pressurized cockpit.
But in evaluating the long-awaited turbojet-powered Bell YP-59A, she set a “first”
record that would remain unchallenged for ten years.
In 1974 in Kinshasa, Zaïre, two African American boxers were paid five million dollars
apiece to fight each other. One was Muhammad Ali, the aging but irrepressible
“professor of boxing.” The other was George Foreman, who was as taciturn as Ali was
voluble. Observing them was Norman Mailer, a commentator of unparalleled energy,
acumen, and audacity. Whether he is analyzing the fighters’ moves, interpreting their
characters, or weighing their competing claims on the African and American souls,
Mailer’s grasp of the titanic battle’s feints and stratagems—and his sensitivity to their
deeper symbolism—makes this book a masterpiece of the literature of sport. Praise for
The Fight “Exquisitely refined and attenuated . . . [a] sensitive portrait of an
extraordinary athlete and man, and a pugilistic drama fully as exciting as the reality on
which it is based.”—The New York Times “One of the defining texts of sports
journalism. Not only does Mailer recall the violent combat with a scholar’s eye . . . he
also makes the whole act of reporting seem as exciting as what’s occurring in the
ring.”—GQ “Stylistically, Mailer was the greatest boxing writer of all time.”—Chuck
Klosterman, Esquire “One of Mailer’s finest books.”—Louis Menand, The New Yorker
Praise for Norman Mailer “[Norman Mailer] loomed over American letters longer and
larger than any other writer of his generation.”—The New York Times “A writer of the
greatest and most reckless talent.”—The New Yorker “Mailer is indispensable, an
American treasure.”—The Washington Post “A devastatingly alive and original creative
mind.”—Life “Mailer is fierce, courageous, and reckless and nearly everything he writes
has sections of headlong brilliance.”—The New York Review of Books “The largest
mind and imagination [in modern] American literature . . . Unlike just about every
American writer since Henry James, Mailer has managed to grow and become richer in
wisdom with each new book.”—Chicago Tribune “Mailer is a master of his craft. His
language carries you through the story like a leaf on a stream.”—The Cincinnati Post
The sensational true story of Eddie Rickenbacker, America's greatest flying ace At the
turn of the twentieth century two new technologies—the car and airplane—took the
nation's imagination by storm as they burst, like comets, into American life. The brave
souls that leaped into these dangerous contraptions and pushed them to unexplored
extremes became new American heroes: the race car driver and the flying ace. No
individual did more to create and intensify these raw new roles than the tall, gangly
Eddie Rickenbacker, who defied death over and over with such courage and pluck that
a generation of Americans came to know his face better than the president's. The son
of poor, German-speaking Swiss immigrants in Columbus, Ohio, Rickenbacker
overcame the specter of his father's violent death, a debilitating handicap, and, later,
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accusations of being a German spy, to become the American military ace of aces in
World War I and a Medal of Honor recipient. He and his high-spirited, all-too-short-lived
pilot comrades, created a new kind of aviation warfare, as they pushed their machines
to the edge of destruction—and often over it—without parachutes, radios, or radar.
Enduring Courage is the electrifying story of the beginning of America's love affair with
speed—and how one man above all the rest showed a nation the way forward. No
simple daredevil, he was an innovator on the racetrack, a skilled aerial dualist and
squadron commander, and founder of Eastern Air Lines. Decades after his heroics
against the Red Baron's Flying Circus, he again showed a war-weary nation what it
took to survive against nearly insurmountable odds when he and seven others endured
a harrowing three-week ordeal adrift without food or water in the Pacific during World
War II. For the first time, Enduring Courage peels back the layers of hero to reveal the
man himself. With impeccable research and a gripping narrative, John F. Ross tells the
unforgettable story of a man who pushed the limits of speed, endurance and courage
and emerged as an American legend.
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional
imperfections such as missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that
were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process. We
believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to
bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of
printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book. ++++ The below data
was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title.
This data is provided as an additional tool in helping to ensure edition identification:
++++ Fighting The Flying Circus Eddie Rickenbacker Laurence La Tourette Frederick A
Stokes Company, 1919 History; Military; World War I; Fighter pilots; History / Military /
World War I; World War, 1914-1918; World War, 1949
A fascinating biography of Captain Eddie Rickenbacker follows the life and times of the
legendary World War I fighter ace from his humble beginnings to his early career as
one of America's first race car drivers, accomplishments as a military fighter pilot,
founder of Eastern Airlines, and dramatic rescue following a crash-landing in the Pacific
during World War II. Reprint.
Fighting the Flying CircusRead Books Ltd
A memoir by a WWI fighter pilot, with the adventurous spirit of War Horse and the
charm of The Little Prince A singular, lyrical book, Sagittarius Rising is at once an
exuberant memoir from the Lost Generation and a riveting tale of the early days of flight
during World War I. Cecil Lewis lied his way into the British Army’s Royal Flying Corps
at age sixteen and was ordered to a squadron on the Western Front only a year later.
At the time, flying was so new that designers hadn’t even decided on basic mechanics
such as how many wings a plane should have. Despite this, Lewis mastered virtually
every kind of single-engine plane in the RFC, going on to excel in active duty and even
to dogfight the Red Baron—and live to tell the tale. Full of infectious charm and written
with the prose and pacing of a novel, Sagittarius Rising beautifully recounts Lewis’s
harrowing exploits in the sky alongside his wild times of partying and chasing girls while
on leave in London. His coming-of-age story is unlike any other WWI memoir you’ve
read before. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
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classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across
genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced
by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well
as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.

"Told in graphic novel format, the story of Manfred von Richthofen--better known
as the Red Baron--from his beginnings as a cavalry member and a pilot-intraining to his death at the age of twenty-five and his enduring legacy"-Includes Aerial Warfare During World War I Illustrations Pack with 115 maps,
plans, and photos. “There is no bitter snarl nor self-pity in this classic novel about
the air war of 1914-1918, based very largely on the author’s experiences.
Combat, loneliness, fatigue, fear, comradeship, women, excitement — all are built
into a vigorous and authentic structure by one of the most valiant pilots of the
then Royal Flying Corps. REVIEWS ‘The greatest novel of war in the air.’—Daily
Mail ‘Beautifully written with a poet’s eye as well as a pilot’s eye.’— Southern
Evening Echo ‘The only book about flying that isn’t flannel.’—Anonymous
Fighter Pilot ‘Not only one of the best war books...but as a transcription of reality,
faithful and sustained in its author’s purpose of re-creating the past life he knew,
it is unique.’—Henry Williamson, author of Tarka the Otter.”-Print ed.
Selvbiografisk beretning om oplevelser som engelsk pilot under 1. verdenskrig.
This new version now contains answers to all the over 600 stimulating questions.
Walker covers the entirety of naked-eye physics by exploring problems of the
everyday world. He focuses on the flight of Frisbees, sounds of thunder,
rainbows, sand dunes, soap bubbles, etc., and uses such familiar objects as
rubber bands, eggs, tea pots, and Coke bottles. Many references to outside
sources guide the way through the problems. Now the inclusion of answers
provides immediate feedback, making this an extraordinary approach in applying
all of physics to problems of the real world.· Hiding Under the Covers, Listening
for the Monsters· The Walrus Speaks of Classical Mechanics· Heat Fantasies
and Other Cheap Thrills of the Night· The Madness of Stirring Tea· She Comes in
Colors Everywhere· The Electrician's Evil and the Ring's Magic· The Walrus Has
His Last Say and Leaves Us Assorted Goodies
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